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Friends Quiz 26

1. What surprises Ross and Rachel when they open the door to Sandy, who is interviewing to be their
nanny?

2. Who sabotage's Rachel's interview for the role of Junior Miss Buyer?

3. Who intervened in Chandler's flatmate interviews, resulting in Joey becoming his flatmate?

4. Who do Monica and Phoebe forget to invite to Rachel's baby shower?

5. Phoebe's friend Ethel had a baby born with what?

6. Who takes on Monica in a game of ping pong in Barbados?

7. At Monica's Halloween party, how do Ross and Chandler compete to prove who's the strongest?

8. In which gameshow does Joey make a disastrous appearance?

9. What game has been set up in Chandler's bedroom at Rachel's party in his apartment?

10. When Joey 'leapt to save' Ross after a car backfire scared them on their ride-along with Gary, what
was his real motivation?

11. What does Monica put three of in Joey's freezer before moving out?

12. What is the name of the character whose brain is transplanted into Dr. Drake Ramoray?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. That he is a man
2. Her boss Joanna
3. Mr. Heckles
4. Her mother
5. A teeny, tiny beard
6. Mike

7. They arm wrestle
8. Pyramid
9. Volleyball
10. He wanted to save his sandwich
11. Lasagnes
12. Jessica Lockhart

Sphinx Phoenix 
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